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Actionable electricity, natural gas and renewable energy procurement strategies and sourcing.  Since 2010, Prism
Energy Solutions has collaborated with institutional, public and private businesses to develop and implement
comprehensive energy procurement strategies that are responsive to market dynamics, and that clearly establish
procurement objectives for each specific client.   The collaborative approach builds institutional knowledge for our
clients and drives more effective procurement results.  Our team has relevant knowledge across the major
components of your energy expenditures, including wholesale energy markets, utility tariffs and operations, retail
provider capabilities, and regulatory trends.  We are focused on helping clients access competitive electricity and
natural gas supply in markets that offer consumer choice.  We also collaborate to design and implement specific ESG
strategies for entities whose objectives include sustainability, renewable supply (onsite and utility scale), and energy
efficiency.   Our price formation planning process is unique and customized for each client.  Our clients directly benefit
from a collaborative approach that brings together our expansive market knowledge and relevant experience to
formulate actionable understandable energy procurement and sourcing strategies and plans.   We provide market
analytics, review of customer usage, procurement administration, and strategies to incorporate sustainable energy
resources into our client's portfolios.
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